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Insights
Entrepreneurial lessons from our portfolio companies

Dear Madam, dear Sir,

We are pleased to share this edition of Gimv’s Insights. In addition to a brief update 
on Gimv’s strategy and portfolio, our goal is to share with you a number of important 
business insights that illustrate our investment strategy. Specifically, we take a closer 
look at the future of urban mobility with our portfolio company ARS Traffic & Transport 
Technology, a business that is in the midst of a long-overdue tech revolution shaking 
up the world of transportation.

We hope you find it an insightful read.
 Kind regards from the Gimv team

Driving the tech revolution 
in urban mobility 
Dutch traffic technology company ARS T&TT 
has crafted a unique business model that is 
shaking up a fragmented and rigid industry
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Gridlock 

If you are an innovator helping to solve the urban world’s mobility challenges then you should, 
in theory, look forward to burgeoning demand for your services. Urban mobility demand is 
growing at breakneck speed. Already the vast majority of travel takes place within cities and the 
total amount of urban kilometres travelled is expected to triple by 2050. By then, city dwellers 
will spend an average of 106 hours per year in gridlock, twice the current rate. And the planet 
will pay an even higher price: its bio-capacities will be plundered five-fold compared to 1990.

Cities in the slow lane

The harsh reality is that most cities today are woefully unprepared to cope with such exploding 
demand for mobility. A recent report by Arthur D. Little1 on the matter paints a stark picture. 
Looking at the ‘mobility maturity and performance’ of the world’s major cities, the consultants 
conclude that ‘most cities are still badly equipped to cope with the challenges ahead.’ Cities 
seem to struggle in applying best practices across all facets of urban mobility and innovation is 
very hard to implement at scale.

According to the Arthur D. Little consultants this is because most mobility challenges today are 
system-level challenges. As opposed to making incremental improvements to single modes 
of transport, the many actors in the mobility ecosystem will need to collaborate and come 
up with new integrated systems and business models. Instead of pouring more concrete 
and laying more steel, they will need to optimise the use of existing infrastructure through 
technology. That is especially difficult to achieve in a fragmented industry accustomed to long 
investment cycles, and it explains why the transport sector is such a ‘laggard’ when it comes to 
technology-driven innovation.

Look around: the tech revolution has begun

And yet, the tech revolution has begun to make its mark. Driving along the main highway 
arteries of northern Europe you cannot help but notice the growing proliferation of sensors 
and electronic screens, that among other things, track your average speed, issue fines, charge 
tolls, spot potential hazards, and tell you to slow down in response to forecasted congestion 
or incidents. Apps are directing when we travel and by which routes to pre-empt additional 
congestion. Static road signs and even the seemingly modern speed camera are becoming 
relics of a time gone by. Bus and railway stations too are being lit up with ever larger electronic 
screens providing real-time travel information. 

This is only the beginning. It can be argued that many of the technologies currently being 
installed are the precursors or foundations of a far more fundamental shift in urban mobility, 
leading us ultimately to a future where our travel is managed by computers across multiple 
modes of transport and where “driving” is less a human endeavour but something that vehicle-
based and infrastructure-based computers take care of.

A LONG OVERDUE TECH (R)EVOLUTION

1 Arthur D. Little Future Lab & UITP. The Future of Urban Mobility 2.0. January 2014.
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WHERE WE COME IN

Sustainable Cities:  
Investing in tomorrow’s clean, 
smart and efficient communities. 

The evolution towards an efficient and sustainable economy 
provides opportunities for Gimv to invest in growth initiatives 
in our core countries. We see a strong demand for 
products and services in the Sustainable Cities investment 
areas (energy&resources, transport&logistics and efficient 
infrastructure) that have a positive community impact.

We have identified a few growth themes that we believe will 
play a role in shaping our future; Intelligent Transport, Energy 
(storage), Green Chemicals and Sustainable buildings. In 
these areas, Gimv can fully deploy its wide-ranging network, 
experience and expertise in building leading companies.

www.gimv.com

Spotting uncharted territory 

Dr. Jan Linssen has an analytical and research-driven perspective on things, which is perhaps 
not surprising given his academic background. That is also how he approached his decision 
in 1997 to found a transport technology company, following several years in IT consultancy. It 
was no impulsive decision. In fact, at the time Jan had no particular affinity with the transport 
sector. But he did recognise an opportunity. Jan explains: “To succeed as a small fledgling 
technology company I was convinced that we needed to specialise. The transportation sector 
had a lot of appeal because it was still in the very early phases of the IT revolution. Transport 
conjured up images of steel and concrete; not electronics. Also, the market is very traditional 
with exceptionally long product life cycles - the polar opposite of the IT sector. Nevertheless, 

PORTFOLIO STORY

ARS Traffic & Transport Technology is a company in the midst of this revolution. It is a 
remarkable company, not only for its technological capability, but also because it manages 
to drive innovation in a sector that in many ways actively resists innovation, and thus offers 
entrepreneurial lessons for any company that is pursuing systemic change in its industry.

http://www.gimv.com
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given the expected growth in urban mobility and the pressure this would place on transport 
infrastructure, it was clear that IT would have to play a pivotal role in the sector.

Given the expected growth in urban mobility 
and the pressure this would place on transport 
infrastructure, it was clear that IT would have to 
play a pivotal role in the sector 
Jan Linssen - CEO ARS T&TT

Selling innovation is no sinecure

Jan made the right call. Today ARS T&TT employs more than 300 people in the Netherlands 
and India, and the company is involved in major projects in the Netherlands, the UK and 
Scandinavia. Nevertheless, such success was not pre-ordained. On the contrary, how do you 
sell innovation to a sector that in many ways is hostile to innovation? And how do you 
compete against larger, more established IT vendors in an inherently conservative and 
risk averse sector? None of that is self-evident.

Selling innovation is a risky business. People will often pay lip service to innovation but actually 
investing in new technologies and experimenting with new processes and business models is 
a different matter altogether.
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A primer on effecting systemic change

The mobility ecosystem encompasses numerous stakeholders, including city authorities, 
government departments, public transport companies, elected policy makers, and 
infrastructure builders. While there is broad consensus around the general goals, such as 
reduced congestion, safer roads and less pollution, expectations differ in how to get there. 
Transport infrastructure projects require long-term thinking, but policymakers tend to have 
shorter electorally bound timeframes.  People may get excited about the promise of say, 
autonomous driving, but that is not something you can build-to-order in four years. Cars need 
to become a lot smarter, and so does transport infrastructure. The entire system needs 
to move forward. Nevertheless, it is necessary to start somewhere, putting in place building 
blocks toward that bigger goal, but blocks that themselves have a strong short-term business 
case - and that is where ARS T&TT excels.

LESSON 1: embrace visionary leadership through domain 
expertise

To effect systemic change it is crucial to align major stakeholders around a common 
vision of the longer-term future. As such, ARS T&TT engages in high-level policy 
debate with stakeholders - and is organised to do so effectively. According to Jan, 
ARS T&TT is a company of specialists where expertise leads. “As an organisation we 
place tremendous value on expertise and domain knowledge. Expertise always trumps 
management hierarchy. As such, we feel confident making statements about the future of 
transport, on topics such as autonomous driving, urban mobility and so on. That makes 
us a credible discussion partner and helps us find stakeholders and customers who are 
prepared to support a common vision.”

LESSON 2: deliver short-term quantifiable benefits to 
build the business case

While vision is a great conversation starter, it is a robust business case that gets 
projects off the ground. For example, currently implemented highway speed enforcement 
systems radically reduce the number of speed infringements, traffic accidents and traffic 
jams. Initially such systems are implemented in a reasonably simple manner, using static 
maximum speeds. In a next step dynamic maximum speeds are implemented by lowering 
the maximum speed at fixed times of the day. Jan: “Gradually we are moving to more 
intelligent systems where speeds are changed in response to real-time traffic information. 
These are all important steps toward the longer term vision of autonomous driving. And 
each step has a well-defined business case.”

In a similar vein, ARS T&TT is working on advanced pattern recognition technology. 
Ultimately such technology will automate and replace what human drivers currently do 
when making sense of their environment. But in the shorter term, ARS T&TT is deploying 
such technology in vehicles used by traffic authorities (e.g. speed enforcement) and in 
traffic monitoring systems (e.g. to identify trucks carrying hazardous substances in tunnels). 
Jan explains: “The intelligent eye in the car is the long-term view; but as opposed to 
developing that technology as a multi-year R&D program, we develop it stepwise through 
systems that we can sell in the market today.”
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LESSON 3: outwit the competition through business 
model innovation

ARS T&TT competes with its larger competitors - the major technology and 
electromechanical companies - on the basis of its vertical specialisation and a nimble 
approach to business, but its take on risk management and financing is also unique. The 
company offers an end-to-end service, from consultancy and design to operation and 
project finance. Given this scope, the company can often make claims about the end 
result of a project and thereby take financial responsibility for the entire project, with final 
invoicing due only at exploitation. According to Jan, this is very difficult for competitors who 
generally are not prepared to or incapable of taking on such risk.

R&D engine of the transport sector

To conclude, ARS T&TT is driving innovation in the mobility sector through vision and domain 
expertise, a willingness and capability to gather stakeholders around a common vision. Most 
importantly, ARS T&TT offers a means to execute on that vision, by developing projects 
that deliver quantified short-term benefits, while simultaneously laying the groundwork for 
the longer-term vision. One could describe the company as a R&D engine of the transport 
and mobility sector, funded not by classic R&D funds, but by a profitable projects business. 
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A partnership for growth 

In 2012 Gimv acquired a 25 percent interest in ARS T&TT to 
help fund the company’s growth and international expansion. 
There is tremendous scope for international expansion, 
which was one of the key reasons why Jan decided to 
specialise in transport technology.  Jan: “Mobility is a universal 
phenomenon and nearly everywhere the same types of 
challenges arise. Hence products that are developed 
nationally can very quickly be deployed internationally.”

The company does, however, recognise three market 
categories. The primary target markets of the company are 
the developed economies that suffer from escalating traffic 
congestion and where there is little room for additional road 
building. A secondary focus are the emerging economies 
that are experiencing huge growth in the number of vehicles 
and where existing infrastructure typically cannot cope. In 
these regions there is growing demand for transport and 
traffic technology but such solutions need to be tailored 
to local conditions. The third category - developing nations 
where transport is not formally organised - is not ready for 
transport technology.

Ivo Vincente, head of Sustainable Cities at Gimv comments: 
“Jan and his team are at the forefront of highly interesting and 
relevant developments in a market that impacts us all. With 
their entrepreneurial mind-set, focus on international growth 
and continuous improvement of the operations, the ARS T&TT 
team fits very well within the scope that Gimv as an investor 
is looking for. We see a long term trend where we can add 
value with our capital, network and experience in building 
companies.”

Jan concurs: “I am happy with our relationship with Gimv. 
There is trust in the relationship and they listen to our plans in 
a positive critical manner. They are generally very supportive, 
also when things do not pan out as expected. We are a 
relatively small company but the projects we engage can be 
very sizable. Gimv’s capital injection gave us the breathing 
space we needed to invest more strategically in our growth 

WHY WE INVESTED
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Gimv News
• 21-05-2015  - Successful investment pathways leading to excellent annual result of EUR 

136.0 million

• 15-05-2015  - Gimv portfolio company Prosonix to be acquired by Circassia Pharmaceuticals

• 07-05-2015  - Gimv and the other shareholders are selling their stake in Acertys Groep, a major 
supplier to hospitals and medical professions

• 06-05-2015  - Gimv portfolio company XL Video acquired by PRG

• 06-05-2015  - Gimv leads EUR 10 million follow-on financing round at Itineris

• 13-03-2015  - Gimv confirms its commitment to infrastructure investor TINC

• 27-02-2015  - Gimv invests in United Dutch Breweries, owner of iconic beer brand Oranjeboom

Portfolio News
• 04-05-2015  - RES Software appoints Carsten Thomsen as Vice President, EMEA and John 

Becker as Chairman

• 08-04-2015  - RES Software appoints Al Monserrat as CEO

• 06-03-2015  - Itineris welcomes former Edison International CIO Yazdi to new Board of Advisors

• 04-03-2015  - Investigating business combination between Greenyard Foods, Univeg & 
Peatinvest to create global leader in fruit and vegetables

• 25-02-2015  - 3D-Visualisation expert Mackevision, from Stuttgart to Hollywood

• 18-02-2015  - Mobilize Net CEO Tom Button joins Itineris Board

• 10-02-2015  - Multiplicom offers clinical labs early acces to its innovative non-invasive  
prenatal test

GIMV NEWS 

and innovation processes. We can now decline some 
projects that do not make strategic sense whereas in the 
past we would have had to accept them for financial reasons.”

Do you want to know more about ARS T&TT?  
Check out www.ars.nl

Want to get to know Gimv’s Sustainable Cities team?  
www.gimv.com
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